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President Barack Obama  
The White House  
Washington, DC 20502

Dear Mr. President,

We are pleased to send you this report by your Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, *Better Health Care and Lower Costs: Accelerating Improvement through Systems Engineering*. This report comes at a critical time for the United States. Health-care costs now approach a fifth of the U.S. economy, yet a significant portion of those costs is reportedly “unnecessary” and does not lead to better health or quality of care. Millions more Americans now have health insurance and therefore access to the health care system as a result of the Affordable Care Act (ACA). With expanded access placing greater demands on the health-care system, strategic measures must be taken not only to increase efficiency, but also to improve the quality and affordability of care.

This report, which was informed by the deliberations of a working group comprised of PCAST members and prominent health-care and systems-engineering experts, identifies a comprehensive set of actions for enhancing health care across the Nation through greater use of systems-engineering principles. Systems engineering, widely used in manufacturing and aviation, is an interdisciplinary approach to analyze, design, manage, and measure a complex system in order to improve its efficiency, reliability, productivity, quality, and safety. It has often produced dramatically positive results in the small number of health-care organizations that have incorporated it into their processes. But in spite of excellent examples, systems methods and tools are not yet used on a widespread basis in U.S. health care.

PCAST’s recommendations themselves form a system for addressing a set of complementary concerns. The predominant fee-for-service payment system is the primary barrier to greater use of systems methods and tools in health care, as it serves as a major disincentive to more efficient care. First and prerequisite for other kinds of progress, the Nation must accelerate the transition to payment models that pay for value rather than volume. Recognizing that it is hard to improve what cannot be measured, PCAST also calls for accelerated development of the U.S. health-data infrastructure. The value of health data comes from their use; health information technology will play a critical role in system-improvement efforts and enhancing the understanding of the multiple factors that contribute to health outcomes. PCAST also recommends providing technical assistance to health-care providers in applying systems methods, particularly those with limited resources such as the small or loosely networked practices that comprise nearly 60 percent of physicians. Since most individuals live their lives and experience their health outside of the traditional health-care setting, PCAST proposes increasing engagement with communities in improving health-care delivery. Finally, systems-engineering knowhow must be propagated at all levels; PCAST recommends that the United States build a health-care workforce that is equipped with essential-systems engineering competencies that will enable system redesign.

Implementation of these strategies bears potential not only to improve the efficiency of care delivery, but also to improve its quality. PCAST hopes that this report will provide a framework that helps the Administration achieve these aims as it proceeds with ACA implementation. We are grateful for the opportunity to serve you and the Nation in this way.

Sincerely,

John P. Holdren  
Co-chair, PCAST

Eric S. Lander  
Co-chair, PCAST
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Executive Summary

In recent years there has been success in expanding access to the health-care system, with millions gaining coverage in the past year due to the Affordable Care Act. With greater access, emphasis now turns to guaranteeing that care is both affordable and high-quality. Rising health-care costs are an important determinant of the Nation’s fiscal future, and they also affect the budgets for States, businesses, and families across the country. Health-care costs now approach a fifth of the economy, and careful reviews suggest that a significant portion of those costs does not lead to better health or better care.

Other industries have used a range of systems-engineering approaches to reduce waste and increase reliability, and health care could benefit from adopting some of these approaches. As in those other industries, systems engineering has often produced dramatically positive results in the small number of health-care organizations that have implemented such concepts. These efforts have transformed health care at a small scale, such as improving the efficiency of a hospital pharmacy, and at much larger scales, such as coordinating operations across an entire hospital system or across a community. Systems tools and methods, moreover, can be used to ensure that care is reliably safe, to eliminate inefficient processes that do not improve care quality or people’s health, and to ensure that health care is centered on patients and their families. Notwithstanding the instances in which these methods and techniques have been applied successfully, they remain underutilized throughout the broader system.

The primary barrier to greater use of systems methods and tools is the predominant fee-for-service payment system, which is a major disincentive to more efficient care. That system rewards procedures, not personalized care. To support needed change, the Nation needs to move more quickly to payment models that pay for value rather than volume. These new payment models depend on metrics to identify high-value care, which means that strong quality measures are needed, especially about health outcomes. With payment incentives aligned and quality information available, health care can take advantage of an array of approaches using systems engineering to redesign processes of care around the patient and bring community resources, as well as medical resources, together in support of that goal.

Additional barriers limit the spread and dissemination of systems methods and tools, such as insufficient data infrastructure and limited technical capabilities. These barriers are especially acute for practices with only one or a few physicians (small practices) or for community-wide efforts. To address these barriers, PCAST proposes the following overarching approaches where the Administration could make a difference:

1. Accelerate alignment of payment systems with desired outcomes,
2. Increase access to relevant health data and analytics,
3. Provide technical assistance in systems-engineering approaches,
4. Involve communities in improving health-care delivery,
5. Share lessons learned from successful improvement efforts, and
6. Train health professionals in new skills and approaches.

Through implementation of these strategies, systems tools and methods can play a major role in improving the value of the health-care system and improving the health of all Americans.
Summary of Recommendations

**Recommendation 1:** Accelerate the alignment of payment incentives and reported information with better outcomes for individuals and populations.

1.1 Health and Human Services (HHS) should convene public and private payers (including Medicare, Medicaid, State programs, and commercial insurers) and employers to discuss how to accelerate the transition to outcomes-based payment, promote transparency, and provide tools and supports for practice transformation. This work could build on current alignment and measurement-improvement efforts at the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) and HHS broadly.

1.2 CMS should collaborate with the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) to develop the best measures (including outcomes) for patients and populations that can be readily assessed using current and future digital data sources. Such measures would create more meaningful information for providers and patients.

**Recommendation 2:** Accelerate efforts to develop the Nation’s health-data infrastructure.

2.1 HHS should continue, and accelerate, the creation of a robust health-data infrastructure through widespread adoption of interoperable electronic health records and accessible health information. Specific actions in this vein were proposed in the 2010 PCAST report on health information technology and the related 2014 JASON report to the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC).

**Recommendation 3:** Provide national leadership in systems engineering by increasing the supply of data available to benchmark performance, understand a community’s health, and examine broader regional or national trends.

3.1 HHS should create a senior leadership position, at the Assistant Secretary level, focused on health-care transformation to advance information science and data analytics. The duties for this position should include:

- Inventory existing data sources, identify opportunities for alignment and integration, and increase awareness of their potential;
- Expand access to existing data through open data initiatives;
- Promote collaboration with other Federal partners and private organizations; and
- Create a more focused and deep data-science capability through advancing data analytics and implementation of systems engineering.

3.2 HHS should work with the private sector to accelerate public- and private-payer release of provider-level data about quality, safety, and cost to increase transparency and enable patients to make more informed decisions.

**Recommendation 4:** Increase technical assistance (for a defined period—3-5 years) to health-care professionals and communities in applying systems approaches.

4.1 HHS should launch a large-scale initiative to provide hands-on support to small practices to develop the capabilities, skills, and tools to provide better, more coordinated care to their patients. This initiative should build on existing initiatives, such as the ONC Regional Extension Centers and the Department of Commerce’s Manufacturing Extension Partnership.

**Recommendation 5:** Support efforts to engage communities in systematic health-care improvement.

5.1 HHS should continue to support State and local efforts to transform health care systems to provide better care quality and overall value.

5.2 Future CMS Innovation Center programs should, as appropriate, incorporate systems-engineering principles at the community level; set, assess, and achieve population-level goals; and encourage grantees to engage stakeholders outside of the traditional health-care system.

5.3 HHS should leverage existing community needs assessment and planning processes, such as the community health-needs assessments for non-profit hospitals, Accountable Care Organization (ACO) standards, health-department accreditation, and community health-center needs assessments, to promote systems thinking at the community level.
Recommendation 6: Establish awards, challenges, and prizes to promote the use of systems methods and tools in health care.

6.1 HHS and the Department of Commerce should build on the Baldrige awards to recognize health-care providers successfully applying system engineering approaches.

Recommendation 7: Build competencies and workforce for redesigning health care.

7.1 HHS should use a wide range of funding, program, and partnership levers to educate clinicians about systems-engineering competencies for scalable health-care improvement.

7.2 HHS should collect, inventory, and disseminate best practices in curricular and learning activities, as well as encourage knowledge sharing through regional learning communities. These functions could be accomplished through the new extension-center functions.

7.3 HHS should create grant programs for developing innovative health professional curricula that include systems engineering and implementation science, and HHS should disseminate the grant products broadly.

7.4 HHS should fund systems-engineering centers of excellence to build a robust specialty in Health-Improvement Science for physicians, nurses, health professionals, and administrators.
Introduction and Motivation for Improvement

In recent years, there has been success in expanding access to the health-care system, with millions gaining coverage in the past year due to the Affordable Care Act. More than 8 million Americans signed up for health insurance between October 2013 and April 2014, and millions more gained coverage through Medicaid or their parents’ health plan. With greater access, emphasis now turns to guaranteeing that care remains high-quality and is affordable. Rising health-care costs are affecting the Nation’s fiscal future, and they also affect the budgets for States, businesses, and families across the country. Health-care costs now approach one-fifth of the economy, and careful reviews suggest that a significant portion of those costs does not lead to better health or better quality care.2

In addition to ensuring that care remains affordable, there is a need to center health care on patients, families, and population health. That objective requires action on multiple fronts, as stated well by the Institute of Medicine3: care should be safe, timely, effective, efficient, feasible and patient centered. There are opportunities to improve in each of these areas. For example, recent reviews suggest that over one-quarter of Medicare patients experienced some type of harm during a hospital stay, and other research finds that between one-fifth to one-third of all hospitalized patients experienced a medical error. Almost half of these errors were likely preventable.4 Other studies suggest that patients are not routinely involved in decisions about their treatments or managing their conditions. And anecdotal evidence and studies highlight the impact inefficiencies have on patients—long waits for appointments, information not transmitted between clinicians, and patients with complex diseases feeling lost trying to get the care they need.

These shortfalls are occurring even as most clinicians work tirelessly for their patients. Their work is frustrated by processes that contain unnecessary burdens and inefficiencies, with some studies suggesting that almost one-third of front-line health-care workers’ time is wasted.5 The current stresses on clinicians mean that improvement initiatives cannot simply add to a clinician’s workload or rely on the clinicians finding time to participate in additional initiatives. Rather, successful and sustainable improvement must involve reconfiguring the workflow

---

and overall environment in which these professionals practice, which can help to reduce the burden of work while improving the performance of the system.

Making such changes in an integrated manner is the essence of systems engineering. Recent policies, deriving from the Affordable Care Act and the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act,\textsuperscript{6} have laid the groundwork for wider use of systems engineering through new care models that promote integrated care and rapid adoption of electronic health records. The National Quality Strategy identifies areas for improvement in health-care quality and outcomes that systems-engineering initiatives need to address.\textsuperscript{7} The current policy environment and advances in technical capabilities combine to make this the right time to focus on expanding systems methods and tools throughout health care.


\textsuperscript{7} The National Quality Strategy is described online at: http://www.ahrq.gov/workingforquality/
Successful Use of Systems Engineering in Other Industries

Other industries have used a range of approaches, known collectively as systems engineering, to improve productivity, efficiency, reliability, and quality. For example, by using tools such as alerts, redundancies, checklists, and systems that adjust for the human factor, U.S. commercial airlines have reduced fatalities from hundreds in the 1960s to approaching zero now, with the risk of dying from flying now at 1 in 45 million flights. They have also been used in fields as diverse as manufacturing, space stations and satellites, and education.

Systems tools and methods draw on many fields of expertise, including multiple types of engineering, scientific fields, social sciences, and management, as well as the circumstances of different industries. Given the diversity of fields involved, multiple terms are used to describe this concept. For the purposes of this report, we use the term systems engineering to include the full suite of tools and methods that can analyze a system, its elements, and connections between elements; assist with the design of policies and processes; and help manage operations to provide better quality and outcomes at lower cost (see Box 1 and the appendices for further information on systems engineering, including definitions of key terms).

---


**Box 1: Overview of Systems Engineering**

**What is it?** An interdisciplinary approach to analyze, design, manage, and measure a complex system with efforts to improve its efficiency, productivity, quality, safety, and other factors. For the purposes of this report, the term systems engineering includes the full suite of tools and methods that can analyze a system, its elements, and connections between elements; assist with the design of policies and processes; and help manage operations to provide better quality and outcomes at lower cost.

**How can it be applied?** Systems-engineering processes can be applied in multiple ways depending on the specific challenges and the type of system, with the model below highlighting the types of steps taken. Systems engineering is most successful when data are harnessed at each stage in the cycle.

**What types of systems methods and tools are used now?** Multiple strategies are available, although their usefulness depends on the specific type of health care. Some examples include:

- industrial engineering
- production-system methods, Lean, and broader process-improvement techniques
- operations management, queuing theory, and patient-flow variability
- high-reliability approaches
- human-factors engineering
- complexity science
- statistical process control
- modeling and simulation
- supply-chain management
- systematic management techniques (e.g., total-quality management)
- safety tools (e.g., root-cause analysis, checklists, health-care failure modes and effect analyses)
Promise of Systems Engineering for Health and Health Care

Health care could benefit from the range of available systems-engineering approaches. In the small number of health-care organizations that have implemented these concepts, systems engineering has often produced dramatically positive results. Systems engineering can help reengineer critical-care environments to improve both the patient experience and the effectiveness of care, such as coordinating the different devices monitoring the patient’s health, reducing false alarms that prevent the patient from resting, and connecting monitors to therapeutic equipment so that action can be taken immediately when a problem is identified.\(^\text{10}\) There are successful examples at different scales, ranging from improving the efficiency of a single hospital pharmacy to coordinating operations across an entire hospital system or across a community. Table 1 illustrates the diversity of tools and methods that could be used for different settings or segments of the health-care system, along with the challenges that these approaches could help address, and Box 2 provides an example on taking a systems approach to improve care across a community.

Denver Health, a health system that serves the most vulnerable, safety-net populations in Colorado, is an excellent example of how an organization used the Toyota Production System to redesign its entire operations. It started by mapping out its operations and found significant waste, with one industrial engineer finding that its trauma-surgery resident physicians walked 8 ½ miles during a 24-hour shift. It sought to reduce this waste using Lean techniques, rapidly testing new ideas to improve a high-priority problem. The Lean techniques have helped the organization achieve specific successes—such as reducing two serious conditions (deep-vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism) by 80 percent and by halving the time needed to prepare a hospital room for the next patient. On a broader scale, Denver Health has saved almost $200 million since it began its work in 2006 and reduced its mortality rate to some of the lowest among its peers in academic health centers.\(^\text{11}\) It has achieved these successes while seeing a 60 percent increase in uncompensated care, illustrating the wide range of organizations that could take advantage of these approaches.\(^\text{12}\)

---


\(^\text{11}\) According to the Clinical Outcomes Report produced by University HealthSystem Consortium, the observed mortality rate at Denver Health decreased to 1.17%. See: [http://www.denverhealth.org/medical-services/trauma-center/choose-denver-health](http://www.denverhealth.org/medical-services/trauma-center/choose-denver-health)

Table 1. Potential impact of systems engineering on different segments of the health system, showing selected challenges alongside potential systems methods and tools approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health system stakeholder</th>
<th>Selected challenges</th>
<th>Example systems methods and tools to address selected challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Patients                  | - Uncoordinated care  
- Inefficient use of their time and effort  
- Care not centered on their needs, goals, and circumstances                                                                                                                                                                           | - Operations management to ensure resources are available when needed  
- Checklists or dashboards to ensure reliable care delivery  
- Reengineering processes to incorporate patient input                                                                                                                                                                              |
| Small clinical practices  | - Clinician stress and burnout  
- Inefficient workflows for delivering care  
- Inconsistent usability of different health-information tools  
- Uneven delivery of evidence-based prevention and treatment                                                                                                                                                                      | - Lean techniques for eliminating waste in workflows and clinical processes  
- Human-factors engineering techniques to ensure health-information tools are easily usable                                                                                                                                               |
| Large health-care organizations | - Managing new payment models that reward outcomes vs. process  
- Errors and gaps in care  
- Wasted resources from inefficient workflows  
- Wasted resources from unnecessary administrative processes                                                                                                                                                  | - Standardized protocols that incorporate new evidence and can be tailored to individual patients  
- Predictive analytics to identify potential risks before problems occur  
- Supply-chain management to minimize waste in supplies and pharmaceuticals                                                                                                        |
| Communities               | - Little coordination among community organizations, local governments, and health-care organizations  
- Partnering to address the many factors that affect people’s health                                                                                                                                                       | - Modeling how policies can build on community resources  
- Operations research to identify at-risk community members and efficiently deliver preventive health services  
- Big-data methods for identifying patients who need more intensive coordination of their health care                                                                                                         |

Another strong example is Kaiser Permanente, one of the Nation’s largest managed-care organizations. Kaiser uses multiple approaches, including systems engineering, to continually update the way it delivers care and to ensure that new scientific evidence is consistently applied. These tools for performance improvement include a web-based data dashboard that tracks performance across medical centers and geographic areas, corps of improvement advisors, enhanced clinical-information systems, staff training in performance improvement, and systems for sharing technical knowledge. While these tools have been applied to multiple aspects of care, one illustrative example was their application to improving care for sepsis, a potentially fatal condition brought on by severe infection. This condition is serious as it is often only detected when it is too late to help the patient. After identifying sepsis as an opportunity for improvement, two hospitals began rapid-cycle pilot testing of approaches to detect and treat this difficult condition quickly. The broader organization spread the technical and cultural interventions that were needed to implement this work successfully in other hospitals. As a result of this new

---

approach, Kaiser was able to identify three times as many sepsis cases, treat those patients quickly, and cut mortality from this condition by half.\textsuperscript{14}

\textbf{While there are excellent examples, systems methods and tools are still not used on a widespread basis through health care.}

Unfortunately, these examples are rare in U.S. health care. Many organizations and communities that could benefit from these tools and methods are not applying them to their operations.

Seeking to improve the health of Americans across a large region of Tennessee and Kentucky, Vanderbilt University Medical Center and its affiliates confronted the question of how to scale up a program they knew worked for people with chronic disease. Their challenge was how to help patients across a broad community improve their control of chronic conditions—such as high blood pressure, heart disease, and diabetes—and help coordinate the care for patients discharged from the hospital for serious conditions—such as heart attacks or pneumonia. By improving people’s health, the program could help people stay healthy at home, which would also reduce the overall cost of care, instead of having to return to the hospital or go to the emergency room.

The initiative was built around a model for health-care delivery, called MyHealthTeam, where teams of primary care clinicians, specialists, and care coordinators work together to care for patients using health information technology. The project uses real-time dashboards to track how patients are doing and to ensure care is delivered reliably. The model identifies those in greatest need of health care, so that clinicians can focus their attention on those that need it most. Once identified, those patients at highest risk of health problems are connected with a clinician who rapidly applies evidence-based interventions to find what works for the patient.

This program is based on earlier initiatives that improved hypertension care by educating clinicians about best practices, providing regular feedback to clinicians, providing education tools for patients, and building on technologies that have been successfully used to coordinate clinical care. All of this relies on a significant data infrastructure that includes information about hospital discharges, labs, administrative data, data recorded by the patient, surveys, and Federal and State data. By integrating different data together, the program is able to identify patterns, understand outcomes, and support clinical decisions. MyHealthTeam also applies systems engineering through regular improvement cycles, streamlining inefficient workflows, employing health-care professionals strategically, and using technology.

The project has experienced several challenges in scaling the model to larger populations and additional clinical groups. These include different organizational cultures, trust, concerns about change, dealing with payment-model changes, staff bandwidth and time, and exchanging information across different information systems. To overcome these challenges, the initiative has developed several strategies, such as developing effective working relationships with community partners, providing technical support to assist with data challenges, and always considering efficiencies when asking partners to take on new work. During its expansion phase, MyHealthTeam is tracking 5 outcomes: disease control, reduce hospital admissions, reduce emergency room usage, reduce total cost of care, and reduce the cost per beneficiary per month. It has already seen improvements in the control of chronic diseases, and further work will be needed to understand the other outcomes.

---

**Box 2: Taking a systems approach to improve care across a community**

15 Drawn from personal communication with Robert Dittus, Vanderbilt.
Factors Limiting Dissemination and Spread of Systems-Engineering Principles

Barriers to greater use of systems methods and tools include the lack of quality and performance measures and the misaligned incentive structure of the predominant fee-for-service payment system, which encourages a fragmented delivery system. To support needed change, the Nation needs to move more quickly to payment models that pay for value.\(^\text{17}\) These approaches depend on metrics to identify high-value care, which means that strong quality measures are needed, especially about health outcomes. With payment incentives aligned and quality information available, health care can take advantage of an array of approaches using systems engineering to redesign the process of care around the patient and bring community resources, as well as medical resources, together in support of that goal.

Another challenge is an organization’s leadership and culture, which determine people’s commitment to improvement efforts.\(^\text{18}\) For example, one systems-engineering initiative achieved some success by using checklists to reduce infections among severely ill patients, but significant improvement did not occur until there was a culture where everyone felt they were able to speak up about potential safety concerns.\(^\text{19}\) Other barriers include technical challenges, workforce capabilities, and limited knowledge about what works.

The siloed nature of the health system, in which clinical care is separated in an uncoordinated fashion across multiple specialties and settings, presents another challenge that can limit the use of systems approaches. Clinicians often focus only on the activities in their particular silo, as opposed to considering the broader concerns of the patient. Moving away from the current siloed state requires systematic knowledge of the many processes and providers involved in a given patient’s care, as well as a cultural shift toward team-based care where all work together to address a patient’s needs.

There are additional challenges for clinicians working in small practices. Small practices provide a significant number of Americans with their care—despite trends toward consolidation, as of 2012 nearly 60 percent of physicians were still in practices with 10 or fewer physicians (see Figure 1).\(^\text{20}\) The distribution of clinicians is

---

\(^{17}\) According to a UnitedHealth Group working paper, “No national health policy prescription is complete without the exhortation to move from a health care system that pays for volume to one that pays for value.” [http://www.unitedhealthgroup.com/~/media/UHG/PDF/2012/UNH-Working-Paper-8.ashx](http://www.unitedhealthgroup.com/~/media/UHG/PDF/2012/UNH-Working-Paper-8.ashx)


\(^{20}\) 2012 American Medical Association (AMA) Physician Practice Benchmark Survey (PPBS).
changing rapidly, and there has been a significant increase in the fraction of physician practices owned by hospitals in the last several years. Data are continuing to emerge on the extent of this affiliation and consolidation trend.\footnote{American Medical Association. “AMA Releases New Study of Physician Practice Arrangements,” AMA, September 17, 2013, http://www.ama-assn.org/ama/pub/news/news/2013/2013-09-17-new-study-physician-practice-arrangements.page.}

![Figure 1. Distribution of Physicians by Practice Size, 2012.\footnote{2012 American Medical Association (AMA) Physician Practice Benchmark Survey (PPBS).}](image)

The physicians, nurses, and other personnel in small practices often are juggling many responsibilities to keep the practice operating, have fewer resources to invest in technical infrastructure or new improvement methods, and may not have the resources to hire staff specifically dedicated to implementing systems-engineering techniques. As a result, the clinicians in these practices often have to squeeze any improvement efforts in between seeing patients, documenting their clinical evaluations, coordinating care, and handling administrative paperwork for billing and reimbursement.

Given these barriers, successful spread of systems engineering will depend on multiple strategies that account for the diversity of American health care.\footnote{See for instance, McCannon, C.J. and A. McKethan. “How it’s done: Keys to implementation of delivery system reform,” \textit{Healthcare}, 1(3-4):69-71, 2013.} PCAST proposes the following overarching goals where the Administration could make a difference in the adoption of these methods and tools:

1. Accelerate alignment of payment systems with desired outcomes,
2. Increase access to relevant health data and analytics,
3. Provide technical assistance in systems-engineering approaches,
4. Involve communities in improving health-care delivery
5. Share lessons learned from successful improvement efforts, and
6. Train health professionals in new skills and approaches.

These recommendations together form a systems approach, with the potential for positive interactions among them. Since progress will depend on collaborations among providers, communities, and others, all recommendations in this report should be viewed through that lens. This report discusses these areas in more detail and provides detailed recommendations to accelerate adoption of systems-engineering approaches across the Nation.
Goal 1: Accelerate Alignment of Payment Systems with Desired Outcomes

The current payment system is a major barrier to progress. The predominant way clinicians and hospitals are paid for health care discourages real improvement as it rewards higher volumes of tests and treatments over whether a patient has a better outcome. At the same time, clinicians are not paid for activities that are known to improve a patient’s health—such as coordinating a patient’s care or talking with a patient about whether a treatment meets his or her needs. Perhaps most irrationally, a hospital is paid more when patients have complications, so that preventing patient harm can actually cause revenues to decline. As the current incentive system limits improvement broadly, systems engineering is not immune from its effects (see Box 3 for one example).

Box 3: Virginia Mason Medical Center back pain clinic example—How payment policies can discourage systems engineering

While changing the payment system for health care is important for many reasons, it has specific importance for the use of systems methods and tools. One example of this occurred for Virginia Mason Medical Center in Seattle, Washington, which uses the Toyota Production System to optimize its operations. As a result of its use of that system, the organization has some of the lowest rates of serious hospital complications, such as infections and falls; has reduced its medical-malpractice liability by almost 40 percent; and has been recognized as one of the top hospitals in the country in both quality and efficiency. When Virginia Mason redesigned its back-pain clinic, it reduced patient waiting times, reduced the use of unnecessary tests, lowered costs, and got people back to work and their desired function. In spite of these positive impacts, revenues decreased because Virginia Mason reduced the use of expensive services, such as MRIs, and increased the use of lower-cost services such as physical therapy. It was initially able to keep the program operational by negotiating with local employers to change how they paid for back care, while working on other operational improvements to continue this service lines profitability. This specific experience highlights the unintended consequences that can occur under the current payment system, as well as the importance of engaging more elements from the community in which health care is delivered.

To address the perverse incentives now in place, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) included multiple programs that move toward payment that rewards better health outcomes at lower cost. For example, 360 accountable care
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organizations (ACOs) are now providing care to more than 5 million Medicare beneficiaries, and hundreds more ACOs are operating for commercially insured patients. Yet this transition is not complete, as providers may be operating under multiple payment programs at the same time—some focused on health outcomes and value, while others continue to pay solely on quantity of services. As a result, a provider can be rewarded by some programs for improving their patients’ health, while losing money from other programs because those patients are using fewer health-care services. In order to overcome this problem, the Administration should work with the private sector to accelerate the transition of the payment system so that clinicians receive consistent incentives across all public and private health-insurance plans to deliver high-quality and high-value health care.

New payment models will require performance measures that assess health outcomes, not just the process of care, which is the primary focus of current metrics. Transitioning performance metrics from processes to patient outcomes will allow benchmarking between systems and providers. Better measurement science can lay the foundation for more effective measures for public and private accountability programs, while eliminating metrics with weak impact on quality or risk of unintended consequences. It will be critical to develop outcomes-based measures and align these “measures that matter” across payers, as the current proliferation of measures frustrates providers and requires significant resources to collect, store, and report.

In addition to payment, measurement can help drive improvement by increasing the amount of information available for clinicians, health-care organizations, and patients. Improving the measures available will ensure that initiatives using systems methods and tools will focus their effort on what matters. In some cases, the data may not be available, while in others the challenge is turning existing data into meaningful information.

**Recommendation 1:** Accelerate the alignment of payment incentives and reported information with better outcomes for individuals and broader populations.

1.1: Health and Human Services (HHS) should convene public and private payers (including Medicare, Medicaid, State programs, and commercial insurers) and employers to discuss how to accelerate the transition to outcomes-based payments, promote transparency, and provide tools and supports for practice transformation. This work could build on current alignment and measurement improvement efforts at the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) and HHS broadly.

1.2: CMS should collaborate with the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) to develop the best measures (including outcomes) for patients and populations that can be readily assessed using current and future digital data sources. Such measures would create more meaningful information for providers and for patients.
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Goal 2: Increase Access to Relevant Health Data and Analytics

Systems engineering requires multiple types of data to be successful, ranging from clinical health information to information on operational processes to broader benchmarking indicators. As data sets approach the size that can be deemed “big data,” new capabilities emerge that can assist system-improvement efforts. From understanding what treatments work to conveying the multiple factors (system, provider, and environmental) that contribute to health outcomes, big data bears the potential to support predictive medicine—clinicians may anticipate who will develop disease or predict what treatments will be successful for a given patient. While some of the needed data are currently collected and available, greater work is needed to expand the data sets required to reach these capabilities.

Expanding clinical and operational data for improvement initiatives

The amount of electronic clinical data available to clinicians and health-care organizations has been increasing due to the HITECH Act and associated incentives from Medicare and Medicaid for providers to adopt and use electronic health records (EHRs). EHRs are a vital tool to support data-driven systems engineering approaches in health care, yet many organizations still lack a comprehensive EHR system, and others are still learning how to use these digital tools to improve care. These problems are especially acute in smaller practices that may lack the infrastructure that larger organizations possess. Providers need hands-on support to develop the expertise and business processes to improve care using health information technology (IT).

Greater amounts of data are not helpful if they are not of good quality and easily exchangeable among all of the clinicians involved in a patient’s care. Good quality data are accurate, complete, timely, relevant, and consistent; adherence to standards for data quality would ensure the reliability of both data and analytics. Interoperability among EHR systems remains a challenge, and future progress will depend on interoperability among a wide range of digital and mobile data sources. The Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) has focused on expanding interoperability, and CMS and ONC have included interoperability as a key requirement for the “meaningful-use” incentive program. Further efforts in these programs will address this challenge.

Another source of data for improving care is patient-generated health data. Incorporating data generated directly by the patient, which is largely unharnessed by the health system today, presents the opportunity not only to improve clinical care and patient engagement, but also gives researchers a more comprehensive view of the patient experience. Given the expected surge of such data in coming years, the Federal Government may be able to help make the data more accessible to patients and clinicians by developing standards and providing incentives
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31 Patient-generated health data are data that are generated by the patient, such as patient satisfaction, health status measures, biometric data, and patient-reported outcomes.
for utilizing and integrating this information. Some action is already under way—ONC’s Federal advisory committees are exploring ways to add patient-generated data into Meaningful Use Stage 3 guidelines, while the National Institutes of Health (NIH) supports the Patient Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System to provide reliable and precise measures of patient-reported health status.

Beyond clinical information, many systems-engineering approaches require data on operational processes, from the flow of patients through different units of a hospital to the time it takes clinicians to complete specific tasks. When collected, these data are often in different systems than clinical information, and they may not be collected in a format that can be easily applied to system redesign. Smaller practices may be especially challenged to routinely collect this type of data and have data systems that can store them.

There are several policy options to continue and accelerate the development of a robust health IT infrastructure, such as those described in the 2010 PCAST Health IT report and the 2014 JASON report for ONC (see Box 4 and the appendices for further information). These analyses continue to be relevant as future Federal health IT policies are developed.
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32 The Federal Government does not aspire to be a repository of health data or health-care data from individuals or private providers. It could, however, through its support for standards-setting and/or other steps, foster and develop public-private partnerships to facilitate exchange and analysis of data, thereby providing meaningful information to consumers and to providers for improvement.

33 Stage 3 focuses on meaningful use of EHRs for improved outcomes; see: http://www.healthit.gov/providers-professionals/how-attain-meaningful-use

34 (1) President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology. Report to the President- Realizing the Full Potential of Health Information Technology to Improve Healthcare for Americans: The Path Forward. The White House, December 2010. <http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/pcast-health-it-report.pdf>

Box 4: Key conclusions from 2010 PCAST report and 2014 JASON report on health IT

1. HHS’s vigorous efforts have laid a foundation for progress in the adoption of health IT, with historic increases in the use of electronic health records by clinicians in the last several years.

2. Data interoperability across EHR systems remains a substantial barrier to the development of a robust health IT infrastructure to support new care models and to health information exchange among providers and with patients to support patient care.

3. Both reports called on HHS to advance standards and services to make it easier to pull data from EHRs and exchange it, as well as to build these requirements into meaningful use guidelines. Each report had the same goal, but recommended slightly different technical solutions for achieving the vision:
   a. The 2010 PCAST report called for the development of a “universal exchange language” that enables health IT data to be shared across institutions and the creation of the infrastructure that permits physicians and patients to combine patient data across institutional boundaries.
   b. By contrast, the 2014 JASON report recommended that EHR vendors be required to develop and publish APIs for medical-records data and demonstrate that data from their EHRs can be exchanged via these APIs and used in a meaningful way by third-party software developers.

EHR interoperability is not merely a feat of technology. Once accomplished, it can help to make more data available for the kinds of analyses that enable systems engineering. It can also help practices (of any size) that have adopted EHRs serve their patients better because it will be easier for them to draw on and use data from the multiple sources where patients have received care.

Recommendation 2: Accelerate efforts to develop the Nation’s health data infrastructure.

2.1: Health and Human Services should continue, and accelerate, the creation of a robust health-data infrastructure through widespread adoption of interoperable electronic health records and advances in data exchange. Specific actions in this vein were proposed in the 2010 PCAST report on health information technology and the related 2014 JASON report to the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology.

Expanding data available for assessing progress

While local clinical and operational data sources are critical, additional data are needed to benchmark performance, understand a community’s health, and examine broader regional or national trends. These data are critical for successful systems reengineering, as they can help an organization or community identify opportunities for improvement and assess their progress in real time. Data already collected by HHS could be leveraged to serve many of these purposes, as illustrated in Table 2, and could help foster partnerships that translate these resources into meaningful information for improvement.
### Table 2. Example data resources throughout the Department of Health and Human Services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selected HHS agencies and offices</th>
<th>Selected data resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administration for Children &amp; Families</td>
<td>Child Welfare Outcomes data, Head Start and Early Head Start program statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration for Community Living</td>
<td>National Residential Information Systems Project, National Survey of Area Agencies on Aging, National Survey of Older Americans Act Participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality</td>
<td>National Healthcare Quality Report, National Healthcare Disparities Report, State Snapshots, Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project; Medical Expenditure Panel Survey [collaboration with CDC and Census Bureau], National Quality Measures Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agency for Toxic Substances &amp; Disease Registry</td>
<td>National Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) Registry, National Toxic Substance Incidents Program, Rapid Response Registry survey instrument, Toxicological profiles for hazardous substances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention</td>
<td>National Center for Health Statistics, National Vital Statistics System, National Health Interview Survey, National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, National Health Care Surveys, Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System, National Program of Cancer Registries, Health Indicators Warehouse, WONDER online databases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centers for Medicare &amp; Medicaid Services</td>
<td>Hospital Compare, Physician Compare, Office of Information Products and Data Analytics, Hospital Charge Data, Nursing Home Compare, Physician Charge Data, National Health Expenditure Data, Medicaid Statistical Information System, Medicare Current Beneficiary Survey, Chronic Conditions Data Warehouse, Medicare claims data, Medicaid Statistical Information System data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food and Drug Administration</td>
<td>Adverse Event Reporting System, Premarket Approvals, Recalls Database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Resources and Services Administration</td>
<td>Uniform Data System for health centers, Health Resources Comparison Tool, Health Professional Shortage Areas, National Center for Health Workforce Analysis data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of the National Coordinator for Health IT</td>
<td>Health IT Dashboard, National Survey on Health Information Exchange in Clinical Laboratories, Regional Extension Center program activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Institutes of Health</td>
<td>Health Information National Trends Survey; Patient Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System [PROMIS]; Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results Program [SEER]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance Abuse &amp; Mental Health Services Administration</td>
<td>National Registry of Evidence-based Programs and Practices, National Survey on Drug Use and Health, Drug Abuse Warning Network, Behavioral Health Services Information System, Treatment Episode Data Set</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HHS has already started sharing these data more broadly though its open-data initiative, which is part of its broader open-government plan. Many of these data are now posted on [HealthData.gov](http://www.hhs.gov/digitalstrategy/open-data/), which has catalogued over 1,000 HHS data sets along with data sets from multiple states.\(^{35}\) In addition, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) established the Office of Information Products and Data Analytics to maximize the use of CMS data by internal and external users (see Box 5).

One example of the transformative impact of open data in another industry is the Energy Information Administration (EIA), which serves as an objective and independent source of energy information on a wide range of issues—imports and exports, supply and demand, and production and inventories—for different energy sources; analyzes the source data to produce actionable information; and disseminates that information broadly. The legislation that created the EIA ensured that its products are released directly without a clearance process from other Department of Energy (DOE) offices, the Secretary, or the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), which has been important for its independence and objectivity. As a result, its products serve as a definitive source
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37 See: http://www.medicare.gov/manage-your-health/blue-button/medicare-blue-button.html
of energy information for the Federal government, private sector, and the public; help to inform policy; help businesses understand the energy landscape; and help the public see broader trends and challenges.\(^{38}\)

There are also additional health data sources beyond HHS that could be leveraged—including other Federal sources, such as the Federal Employee Health Benefit Program, Veterans Health Administration (VHA), and the Department of Defense (DoD). Public-private partnerships that produce publicly available reports, such as the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI), also serve as useful data sources. PCORI conducts comparative effectiveness and patient-centered outcomes research. Disseminating comparative-effectiveness research and related scientific information to providers at the point of care enables improvement of clinical processes and provides an evidence base for improvement initiatives centered on better health at lower cost.

Given the multiple resources currently available—from the National Center for Health Statistics to National Healthcare Quality Reports to Medicare claims data—HHS does not need to create a centralized data office. Progress would be accelerated, however, by inventorying data from multiple sources (including Federal health and social-support programs, Federal surveys, and public-health and surveillance programs), and building HHS’ capacity to analyze, use and release data across many sources. These rich data can help to reveal the multiple determinants of health, understand how a community’s context may lead to specific health challenges, and evaluate different interventions and strategies to improve health. Technical work would be needed to make these data actionable, and additional data-security and privacy protections would be required before these are broadly distributed.

**Recommendation 3:** Provide national leadership in systems engineering by increasing the supply of data available to benchmark performance, understand a community’s health, and examine broader regional or national trends.

3.1: Health and Human Services should create a senior leadership position, at the Assistant Secretary level, focused on health-care transformation. The duties for this position should include:

- Inventory existing data sources, identify opportunities for alignment and integration, and increase awareness of their potential;
- Expand access to existing data through open-data initiatives;
- Promote collaboration with other Federal partners and private organizations; and
- Create a more focused and deep data-science capability through advancing data analytics and implementation of systems engineering.

3.2: HHS should work with the private sector to accelerate public and private payer release of provider-level data about quality, safety, and cost to increase transparency and enable patients to make more informed decisions.

(See Appendix G for illustrative examples of ways to build HHS data-science leadership).
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Goal 3: Provide Technical Assistance in Systems-Engineering Approaches

Health-care professionals and administrators will need technical support to apply systems-engineering approaches throughout their operations. This is especially true for clinicians working in smaller practices, who tend to have fewer technical capabilities available. Similarly, there are challenges when communities seek to apply systems methods and tools to improving the health of their community, as they, too, may have limited tools at their disposal.

One of the earliest efforts to provide "boots-on-the-ground" support was through the agricultural Cooperative Extension System.\(^{39}\) As described in recent publications,\(^{40}\) the Extension System played a critical role in teaching farmers about new farming practices, developing new evidence on what worked, and helping people adapt the research to their particular situation. This concept has been successfully applied to other sectors of the economy, such as through the Hollings Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) within the Department of Commerce. The MEP consists of regional centers that provide technical, scientific, and managerial assistance to smaller American manufacturing companies to identify and adopt new technologies. Surveys of participating companies have found positive impacts, reporting that companies have had $2.5 billion in new sales, saved $900 million in their costs, and created or retained over 60,000 jobs.\(^{41}\)

Efforts to expand technical assistance in systems engineering can build on several existing efforts. The Veterans Health Administration (VHA) established Veterans Engineering Research Centers in 2009 to develop innovative care delivery models, incorporate engineering principles into health care, create education and training programs to share knowledge between engineering and health-care fields and provide guidance on engineering principles more broadly. Another health-care technical assistance effort is through the Quality Improvement Organizations (QIOs) and Quality Innovation Networks (QINs) supported by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), which work directly with Medicare providers to improve the effectiveness, efficiency, and quality of Medicare services. Similarly, the CMS Innovation Center has funded a three-year project, led by the Northeastern University Healthcare Systems Engineering Institute, to test the impact and viability of a network of health-care systems-engineering regional extension centers. And the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) recently announced support for a network of centers to assist small and medium-sized primary-care practices in implementing patient-centered outcomes research findings and building the capacity in such practices for incorporating this evidence moving forward.\(^{42}\)
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39 Cooperative Extension System offices can be found in every state. See: [http://www.csrees.usda.gov/Extension/](http://www.csrees.usda.gov/Extension/)


Another example of the extension-service model is offered by the Regional Extension Centers (RECs) overseen by the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC), which seek to help providers with the adoption of electronic health records (EHRs) and health IT. These centers are particularly focused on providing technical support to clinicians in small, rural, and underserved areas and helping them become meaningful users of health IT. Several studies have suggested the RECs have been successful in supporting providers to achieve this goal. A Government Accountability Office study found that providers working with RECs were almost twice as likely to use EHR systems meaningfully compared to others.43 Another recent study found that the RECs recruited over 130,000 primary-care providers, leading to 90 percent of these clinicians using an advanced EHR and almost half using health IT meaningfully.44

There is also an opportunity to foster partnerships among organizations that operate with a strong, corporate process structure—Six Sigma, Lean, total quality management (TQM), and others—with their local health care systems providing care to the very people who make up those organizations. This type of public-private partnership should be encouraged as it allows “localization and adaptation” of conventional systems engineering in health-care settings. It also creates an environment where the skills of high-performing companies, which have incorporated systems engineering into their processes, can be applied to teach, reengineer, and/or otherwise support a local hospital directly. It should in no way, however, be a substitute for what the market can and should develop, i.e., for-profit organizations that provide training and skills to health-care systems.

**Recommendation 4:** Increase technical assistance (for a defined period of 3-5 years) to health-care professionals and communities in applying systems approaches.

4.1: Health and Human Services should launch a large-scale initiative to provide hands-on support to small practices to develop the capabilities, skills, and tools to provide better, more coordinated care to their patients. This initiative should build on existing initiatives, such as the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology Regional Extension Centers and the Department of Commerce’s Manufacturing Extension Partnership.


Goal 4: Involve Communities in Improving Health-care Delivery

Currently, systems-engineering principles have mostly been applied within health-care organizations, as those organizations have technical capabilities and structures for implementing these methods and tools. Yet, not all clinicians practice in larger organizations, and people spend most of their lives outside of the traditional health-care system. A systems approach that optimizes the contributions of community resources and promotes coordination across various providers and agencies in a community will increase the likelihood of providing better health at lower cost.

Positive results occur when partnering with communities
For example, health-care delivery can improve when reengineering brings together health care and community partners, often using the patient-centered medical home concept as a key element. The work of Jeffrey Brenner in Camden, New Jersey provides a positive example of how clinicians can partner with non-clinical teams to serve the needs of severely ill patients, thereby better managing their condition while saving money. Technical assistance is needed to accomplish this type of reengineering at the community level, such as teaching communities how to review community data, identify opportunities based on maps of health status patterns, and consider potentially relevant evidence-based programs to address those issues. (See Box 6 for an example of community involvement in care).

System-based design can be helpful when rebuilding a community’s health infrastructure after a crisis. Following Hurricane Katrina, the health-care infrastructure was devastated throughout New Orleans, especially the health-care safety net. This natural disaster revealed underlying vulnerabilities, as the New Orleans safety net was geographically and financially consolidated in the Medical Center of Louisiana at New Orleans (Charity Hospital). Charity Hospital was the central hub serving a patient population with complex health needs due to chronic disease, high rates of uninsured individuals, and high poverty rates. The damage from Hurricane Katrina meant that this safety net no longer functioned, and the city had to completely rebuild it. Rather than rebuild a single, centralized, and vulnerable hospital, the city invested in a network of primary-care clinics across the city that provide team-based care and integrate mental health with primary care, addressing the multiple factors affecting a person’s health. This networked approach increases the resilience of the safety net, thereby improving its ability to withstand future disasters, and improves the preparedness of the community overall. Many of the important activities performed by the clinic network were supported by Federal grants and philanthropy, since current payment models do not reward these actions financially. The future of this initiative depends on an improved payment system, or the results will be unsustainable (see Goal 1).


Box 6: Improving care transitions with the community—CARE Network

Many patients return to the hospital shortly after being discharged—almost one-fifth of Medicare patients and one-tenth of privately insured adults return to the hospital within a month, although this rate has declined recently. There are multiple reasons why it is a challenge to keep patients healthy when they leave the hospital, from helping patients understand their treatment, to ensuring medication and supplies are available, to arranging transportation to appointments, to accommodating patients’ overall living conditions. Some of these challenges can be met directly by the health-care system, while others require partnerships with the community.

Queen of the Valley Medical Center, in Napa County, California, developed an initiative to help patients stay healthy as they transitioned from the hospital to their home. The effort focused specifically on reducing readmissions to hospitals and emergency-room use for low-income adults and vulnerable older adults with complex health needs, using the CARE Network (Case Management, Advocacy, Resource/Referral, Education) for addressing these challenges. There are specific challenges for implementing this work in Napa County given the diversity of its population, number of languages spoken, and varying socioeconomic status (with one-quarter of the population living below 200 percent of the Federal poverty line).

The CARE network uses a team-based approach to ensure that a patient’s needs are being met, coordinating between medical services and other resources. For example, a team consisting of a social worker and nurse will visit the patient at home to ensure a patient knows how to manage his or her treatment and to discuss the supports needed to make that happen—housing, food, transportation to medical appointments, behavioral health needs, and necessary medications. In some cases, this may involve help in navigating the health-care system; in other cases this may involve coordinating with social services and community organizations. The team continues to visit the home until the patient has the knowledge and support services to manage his or her own care and health.

Early results are promising. During the 2012 fiscal year, the program was associated with a 50 percent reduction in hospitalizations and a 60 percent decrease in using the emergency room, while the patients were 20 percent less likely to be readmitted to the hospital compared to similar patients.

---


Opportunities exist for expanding community engagement in health-care delivery

New delivery-system models and payment programs offer an opportunity to engage communities and states around systems-engineering approaches for improving health-care delivery. The State Innovation Model grants from CMS have provided a strong platform for improvement and reengineering health-care operations, and the Community-based Care Transitions Program brings together community stakeholders to reduce hospital readmissions for high-risk Medicare patients. These are only examples of the multiple programs currently underway, with more being tested by the CMS Innovation Center that could be leveraged.

Another opportunity is to build upon the infrastructure created by the Beacon Community Program, which sought to demonstrate the potential for population-based health improvement by leveraging health IT and redesigning care delivery processes. For example, the Southeast Minnesota Beacon Community wanted to develop new capabilities for exchanging data across its community. As part of its planning process, it convened a diverse group

Box 7: Assisting communities using systems approaches—ReThink Health

One example of using systems approaches at the community level is ReThink Health, which worked with local health leaders in Pueblo, Colorado to model all parts of the health-care system and all factors influencing health in a community. (Pueblo is a small county where 40 percent of residents are poor or unemployed, 1 in 6 is uninsured, and there are poor health outcomes for those with heart disease, diabetes, and other illnesses.) The community leaders used this model to consider the effectiveness of different policy strategies, identify potential bottlenecks or unsustainable funding, and understand the timeline for results. After using the model, community leaders put together a suite of policies to address the many underlying factors affecting problems facing their community, such as obesity and unintended pregnancy. This work is at an early stage, and the evaluation is ongoing. Knowledge has been gained in the process of community-wide decision making, such as the importance of involving groups beyond the traditional health-care system and the need for multiple policies to address the many factors affecting health.

of stakeholders within the community (public-health departments, school districts, long-term care facilities, a statewide quality-performance-measures consumer organization, and health-care organizations) and was able to adopt a comprehensive strategy. This strategy included expansion of EHR use among providers in public health departments, development of standard ways to capture and exchange continuity-of-care information, and establishment of a network for transferring health information between health-care providers. As a result, these new data capabilities provide tools for multiple organizations across the community to help keep people healthy. The Southeast Minnesota Beacon Community, as well as its peers across the country, demonstrated that expanding health-IT infrastructure requires a strong governance system that incorporates stakeholder perspectives across the community to promote buy-in and coordinate across organizations.

Community health needs assessments can generate incentives for partnerships with the community. These assessments help organizations understand the health needs of a community, such as a hospital’s service area, a county, or region. Examples of current programs in this area include:

- The Affordable Care Act (ACA) requires tax-exempt hospitals to conduct a community health-needs assessment every three years and to update every year their implementation strategy to address targeted needs.
- The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), in conjunction with the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, supports the voluntary accreditation of local and State health departments through the Public Health Accreditation Board (PHAB). As part of gaining accreditation, the Board requires that departments conduct community health assessments.
- Community health centers are required to understand and address the health status and medical needs of vulnerable populations in their service areas as a condition for taking part in Federal programs or incentives for community health centers.

These assessments could be leveraged to increase the use of systems methods and tools. For example, requirements and guidelines could be revised so that the community is considered from a systems perspective, systems-engineering initiatives are conducted with partners in their communities, and progress is measured across the entire community in a systematic method. These requirements could be combined with technical assistance and resources to help with capacity-building in systems-engineering processes (see section on technical assistance). Combined with other recommendations, this expansion of needs-assessment activities could catalyze a powerful grassroots set of systems-engineering activities nationally, including hospitals, provider organizations, health departments, local foundations and non-profits, employers, schools, and many other stakeholders at local and regional levels.

**Recommendation 5:** Support efforts to engage the community in systematic health-care improvement.

5.1: Health and Human Services (HHS) should continue to support State and local efforts to transform health-care systems to provide better care quality and overall value.
5.2: Future Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Innovation Center programs should, as appropriate, incorporate systems-engineering principles at the
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community level; set, assess, and achieve population-level goals; and encourage grantees to engage stakeholders outside of the traditional health-care system.

5.3: HHS should leverage existing community needs assessment and planning processes, such as the community health-needs assessments for non-profit hospitals, ACO standards, health-department accreditation, and community health-center needs assessments, to promote systems thinking at the community level.
Goal 5: Share Lessons Learned from Successful Improvement Efforts

Some organizations are successfully using systems engineering to improve their operations, but the knowledge they have gained is not widely shared. These organizations have developed new improvement tools, identified the resources and circumstances needed for implementation, and uncovered the barriers that may limit success. Communicating the lessons learned can accelerate the efforts of those just beginning their system improvement efforts.

More research is needed to develop evidence about what works. Several Federal agencies have supported research on systems-engineering approaches—for example, the Agency for Health Research and Quality (AHRQ) has supported research on industrial and systems engineering in health care, and the National Science Foundation (NSF) and AHRQ have supported research on systems modeling to improve health systems. Beyond Federal programs, the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) has announced initiatives aimed at improving health-care systems through engineering principles, and private foundations are also investing in these efforts. Further research could help uncover new knowledge, while expanded communication efforts could ensure the results are applied broadly.

There is another opportunity to learn what works through Federal programs that directly provide clinical care, such as the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) and Defense Health Agency (DHA). The VHA was an early leader in applications of systems engineering, and DHA has similarly leveraged systems methods and tools for serious conditions, such as traumatic brain injury. Greater dissemination of the knowledge gained from these practical experiences could assist more organizations in systems methods and tools.

One important dissemination channel is through convening and learning collaboratives. The Hospital Engagement Networks for the Partnership for Patients provides this type of learning collaborative for sharing best practices, while the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Innovation Centers offer a learning and diffusion group using a wide range of techniques to enable learning on a broad scale. Another example of collaborative approaches is the multi-state collaborative supported by the Milbank Memorial Fund. The goal of the collaborative is to support practices as they transition to Patient-Centered Medical Homes (PCMHs), a model of primary care that seeks to be patient-centered, comprehensive, coordinated, and accessible. The project brings together State-convened multi-payer PCMH efforts to share best practices and promote collaborative learning, encourage alignment in the PCMH programs offered by different payers, and support common evaluation and quality improvement.

Another useful way to share lessons learned is by using awards and prizes. Awards can provide an incentive by improving an organization’s reputation, by a financial incentive attached to the award, or both. Beyond the
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55 "Hospital Engagement Networks," Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. 
incentive to participate, prizes and awards also provide an inventory of what works. There are already examples in health care where prizes promote action in important areas, such as the Monroe E. Trout Premier Cares Award to recognize organizations that support people excluded by or underserved by the traditional health-care system or the American Hospital Association NOVA Awards that acknowledge programs improving the health of the community.\textsuperscript{56} There are opportunities to use awards and prizes to expand systems engineering in health care, building on existing ones—like the Shingo Prize\textsuperscript{57} and Baldrige award (see Box 8)—that raise awareness of performance excellence.

### Recommendation 6: Establish awards, challenges, and prizes to promote the use of systems methods and tools in health care.

6.1: Health and Human Services and the Department of Commerce should build on the Baldrige awards to recognize health-care providers successfully applying system engineering approaches.

---

\textsuperscript{56} (1) "AHA NOVA Award," Association for Community Health Improvement. American Hospital Association, 2013.  
http://www.aha.org/about/awards/NOVA.shtml  
(2) "Premier Cares Award: Spotlighting Innovative Programs to Help the Medically Underserved," Premier, Inc.  
\textsuperscript{57} "Shingo Prize Recipients," The Shingo Institute, Utah State University, 2008.  
http://www.shingoprize.org/shingo-recipients.html  
http://www.nist.gov/baldrige/
Goal 6: Train Health Professionals in New Skills and Approaches

Given changes in the way health care is delivered and an improved understanding of the many factors affecting a patient’s health, health professionals of the future will need new skills to succeed. They will need effective communication and collaboration skills to work in teams, a commitment to lifelong learning to manage the flow of new evidence, and an appreciation and understanding of routine improvement methods. Expertise in systems engineering is especially critical as such tools can rarely be applied in a cookbook fashion, but rather need to be tailored to local circumstances to have the greatest chance of success.

Because systems science and systems engineering are central to improving health outcomes and health care’s performance, system sciences and systems engineering need to be much more firmly and formally embedded in the training of all health-care professionals. It is crucial that both the knowledge of systems science and the skills of implementing the principles in health care are emphasized. To this end, education must involve opportunities for interprofessional problem-solving and for building capacity for collaboration that facilitates practice change.

At present, clinical education and training falls short of this vision. Most clinicians were not trained in using systems-engineering approaches, and many clinicians may not even recognize that systems methods and tools could be helpful for improving care. Yet there are reasons for optimism. Several universities are leading the way by incorporating systems engineering directly into the curriculum for health professionals of all kinds (see Box 9 for an example of integrating systems engineering in nursing education). In addition to training clinicians about systems engineering tools, there is an opportunity to teach engineers about applying their tools in a health care environment. Some institutions have started internship opportunities for undergraduate and graduate students to work in hospitals and health systems, and others have begun joint classes where engineers and clinicians learn together about applying engineering concepts to care. More broadly, organizations such as the Accreditation Council on Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) have already taken steps under their New Accreditation System and the Clinical Learning Environment Review to spotlight the need for trainees to develop competence in systems-based patient safety and quality improvement related tools. The Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) is addressing the need to develop skills related to systems engineering in medical schools; the American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) includes organizational and systems leadership as an essential element of nursing education, particularly at the graduate levels; the American Medical Association (AMA) has launched an Accelerating Change in Medical Education Initiative to expand training in systems based practice and practice based improvement; and multiple clinical certifying boards have included practice-improvement modules in their maintenance-of-certification process. These are all positive developments and lay the groundwork for further improvement.

59 Some institutions, e.g., Arizona State University and Dartmouth College, offer programs in the science of health care delivery. See: https://chs.asu.edu/shcd/academic-programs and http://tdchcds.dartmouth.edu/
60 See, for example: University of Wisconsin (https://www.xcdsystem.com/shs/proceedings/prof38.html) and Purdue (https://engineering.purdue.edu/IE/ImpactMagazine/ie-impact-magazine2/Purdue_IE%20Impact%20Magazine_Fall%202013.pdf)
Nurses practice in a variety of roles, and systems engineering informs all of those roles—from providing direct care, to overseeing quality improvement, to leading organizations. Nurses are well-positioned to lead and participate in systems improvement because of the coordinating role they play among the patient, family, and care team, which helps to ensure continuity. From a process-design perspective, nurses contribute to continuity and communication among the team, coordinate care across settings, provide patient and family education and coaching, and collect and evaluate quality data to improve outcomes.

Nursing schools have evolved to teach these important skills. For example, the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation established the Betty Irene Moore School of Nursing at UC Davis in 2009, with the explicit mission to improve health systems and advance health through nursing leadership. Here, nurses study for graduate degrees (MS and PhD) in Nursing Science and Health Care Leadership, in a core curriculum that emphasizes systems engineering, implementation science, leadership, organizational change theory, quality improvement, interprofessional collaboration, and stakeholder engagement. Master’s degree students complete 1 year of fieldwork in health-care organizations designing and implementing systems improvement projects, applying didactic learning to real-world complex problems. Through this experience, they build skills in problem analysis, stakeholder engagement in defining the problem and designing the solution, and business and sustainability issues to ensure best practices endure. The PhD students frame research questions using principles of systems engineering and implementation science and tackle complex problems in health care and health. Early graduates of this program are assuming leadership positions, and several have successfully designed and now occupy new roles in health-care systems emphasizing quality improvement.

There are several policy options that build on existing Federal roles in education and training for physicians, nurses, pharmacists, physical therapists, behavioral health practitioners, health professionals, and health-care administrators. Current Federal education programs are diverse, ranging from loan repayment programs for practicing in medically underserved areas, supporting graduate medical education, and sponsoring continuing education events. The existing education programs could be leveraged to ensure more clinicians and others working in the health-care system have the needed skills and competencies in systems approaches.

**Recommendation 7:** Build competencies and workforce for redesigning health care.

7.1: Health and Human Services should use a wide range of funding, program, and partnership levers to educate clinicians about systems-engineering competencies for scalable health-care improvement.
7.2: HHS should collect, inventory, and disseminate best practices in curricular and learning activities, as well as encourage knowledge sharing through regional learning communities. These functions could be accomplished through the new extension-center functions.
7.3: HHS should create grant programs for developing innovative health-professional curricula that include systems engineering and implementation science, and HHS should disseminate the grant products broadly.
7.4: HHS should fund systems-engineering centers of excellence to build a robust specialty in Health Improvement Science for physicians, nurses, health professionals, and administrators.

---

Summary and Conclusions

Given recent successes in expanding access to the health-care system, it is now time to ensure that all patients have access to safe, high quality, affordable care. One important tool for addressing these challenges is through systems engineering, which has improved quality, reliability, and overall value in other industries. These methods and tools have similar potential for health care, as evidenced by a small number of health-care organizations that have applied these principles to their own operations. There are several challenges that are limiting the spread of this concept—including technical and infrastructure, policy, cultural, and organizational barrier. Given the diverse challenges, this report identifies a comprehensive set of recommendations to encourage the use of systems engineering by:

1. Accelerating alignment of payment systems with desired outcomes,
2. Increasing access to relevant health data and analytics,
3. Providing technical assistance in systems-engineering approaches,
4. Involving communities in improving health-care delivery, and
5. Sharing lessons learned from successful improvement efforts,
6. Training health professionals in new skills and approaches.

By implementing these recommendations, which support and reinforce each other, systems approaches can become widely used tools for improving the health of all Americans while ensuring that health care remains affordable for families, businesses, and the Nation.
Appendix A: Systems Engineering Overview

What is it? An interdisciplinary approach to analyze, design, manage, and/or measure a complex system with efforts to improve it (through increased efficiency, productivity, quality, safety, and other factors).

How are systems formed? In the context of systems engineering, systems are interconnected elements (processes, people, products) that, when connected, form an entity (an organization, a finished good, a completed service).

- **Systems need boundaries.** System boundaries can be designed to include the entire system’s life cycle (cradle to grave) or just single components (vehicle assembly line, patient-clinician in-office interaction).
- **Systems should be stakeholder-focused.** Systems should be developed by concentrating on (internal and/or external) stakeholder needs. System improvements should enhance (add value) to the impacted stakeholders.
- **Systems are data-driven.** Systems have clear measurable goals defined to assist with the analysis of the problem as well as impact of implemented solution. The outcomes of these goals are measured with data collected.

How is it operationalized? System engineering processes typically include several sequential steps, leading from problem investigation to solution evaluation. Depending on the strategy taken to analyze the system, steps to operationalize can include:

- Problem/Needs Definition
- Modeling the System
- Analysis of Alternatives
- Implementation of Selected Alternative
- Assessment of Performance of Improved System

What strategies are used for improvement? Different and multiple strategies can be used depending on the system characteristics (type, size, boundaries, etc.).
Appendix B: Selected Examples of Systems Engineering in Health Care

There are many examples where systems engineering has been applied to improve health care. This appendix describes some of these examples to illustrate the potential range and impact from these methods and tools.

Redesigning a hospital pharmacy with systems engineering

Impacts can be similarly significant at a smaller scale. Figure B-1 illustrates the change in workflow that occurred after a systems-engineering intervention in one clinical pharmacy. Before, different people would go to the same place to search for filled prescriptions and materials, unbeknownst to each other, which led to waste in terms of motion and overprocessing. The systems-engineering effort identified several specific challenges, for which targeted changes were made, leading to a streamlined process, less overproduction waste, and reduced unnecessary motion.

![Figure B-1](http://www.ohsu.edu/xd/)

Addressing alcohol abuse in San Francisco

The City and County of San Francisco saw very high rates of individuals coming to the emergency room with alcohol abuse events. To deal with this problem, the localities sought to re-engineer how the community handled alcohol abuse events, with the goal of reducing the frequency that alcohol-dependent people were treated by hospital emergency departments. To do so, they created “The Sobering Center,” which serves as a physical place where inebriated individuals can rest while they are under the influence of alcohol. These individuals are referred to the Sobering Center by emergency services, police, social workers, and emergency departments, which requires collaboration among many different organizations to reconsider their processes. In terms of results, the Sobering Center has provided services to over 8,000 people, has prevented over 29,000 unnecessary emergency depart-
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62 The diagram and related information were provided by the Oregon Health & Science University (OHSU).

http://www.ohsu.edu/xd/
ment visits and ambulance transports, and thereby has saved costs. Furthermore, it provides additional supports for the people using the Center by connecting them to other social-support services.\(^63\)

**Coordinating care across the community: Vermont Blueprint for Health**

The Vermont Blueprint for Health was created to improve health care delivery across the State and thereby improve people’s health. This Statewide public-private initiative is organized around advanced primary care practices, which are recognized as patient centered medical homes by the National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA). Recognizing that most practices in the State are small, the Blueprint supports each practice with robust health information technology and multi-disciplinary community health teams. These locally-based teams bring together professionals from social work, nursing, and behavioral health help to coordinate care for all patients, identify those with the greatest health needs, and ensure that all are able to manage their health. This project is supported by all payers in Vermont—including Medicaid, Medicare, and private payers—to ensure funding remains sustainable. The Blueprint has seen favorable outcomes for patients helped by both the medical homes and community health teams. In 2012, those patients had lower health care expenditures (20 percent less for children, 10 percent less for adults younger than age 65), were more likely to receive evidence-based preventive services, and were less likely to be hospitalized. The Blueprint continues its work and is expanding further in the State.\(^64\)

---


Appendix C: Glossary

**Agile Management**: flexible approach focused on understanding stakeholder needs through incremental, iterative changes in the system; changes are evaluated after each implementation to determine next steps. Common tools include wikis and project-management software.

**Business Process Management**: cross-functional, iterative approach to optimize processes and knowledge transfers as changes occur in the system. Most common tools are software packages (vendors include IBM, Oracle) implemented to manage workflows, documents, and processes.

**Complexity Science**: study of how “Complex Adaptive Systems” perform and what influences their behavior. Because some parts of the system are “animate” – or respond on their own to inputs and the environment – human systems tend to be “complex” and “adaptive,” which has implications for how they are managed.

**Human Factors**: study of the cognitive and environmental influences on human performance.

**Lean Enterprise System**: holistic approach focused on removal of “wastes” in the entire product life cycle; emphasizes continuous improvement, organizational learning, and dynamic process flows. Common tools include kaizen “improve for better” events and value-stream mapping. Also known as Toyota Production System, just-in-time (JIT) manufacturing.

**Lean Six Sigma**: combination of Lean Enterprise System and Six Sigma best practices; emphasizes using problem-solving Six Sigma tools to remove wastes identified in Lean.

**Microsystem**: system nested within a larger system. In health care, this could include a critical care unit, emergency response network, or blood bank inside a larger health care organization. A challenge is that a microsystem may be optimally functioning for its own purposes, but the larger organization may have poorer performance because it does not consider how the individual microsystems work together.

**Performance Improvement**: measurable improvement (intent) of functioning systems (context) of care. It is frequently not possible to “control” the environment of or multiple inputs into these functional systems or understand the impact of all the combinations and permutations of the inputs.

**Process Improvement**: sciences of improving system performance including methods such as Lean and Six-Sigma.

**Quality Management**: see performance improvement.

**Queuing Theory, Flow, and the Theory of Constraints**: study of how people and materials move or flow through a system.
Reliability And Maintainability: study of high reliability in system design and performance and its determinants and requirements.

Six Sigma: formalized approach to reduce variation with defined operational steps to problem-solving (using the DMAIC model – Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, Control). Popularized by Motorola and GE. Common tools include cause and effect “fishbone” diagrams, sigma calculations, and control charts.

Statistical Process Control: science of measuring system performance over time.

System: set of interdependent parts that share a common purpose. There are 3 key aspects of this definition. First, a system shares a common purpose or goals. Second, the system is made up of several parts. Third, the parts are interdependent. There are systems, often termed systems of systems, where the component systems have conflicting goals. Health care delivery is such a system.

Systems engineering: interdisciplinary field that designs and manages complex projects (systems) over their life cycles. It consider issues such as system purpose, architecture, environment, materials reliability, logistics, work-processes, optimization methods, risk management, coordination of different teams, evaluation measurements, cost, schedule, and much more, all of which gains complexity when dealing with large, complex projects or systems.

Systems science: study of system performance with the objective of system performance improvement. In health care, this would mean achieving better results for patients. System science is an interdisciplinary field incorporating systems engineering; social sciences; complexity science; queuing theory, flow, and the theory of constraints; human factors; reliability and maintainability; process improvement; and statistical process control.
Appendix D: Abbreviations

AAMC—Association of American Medical Colleges

ACA—Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act

ACGME—Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education

ACO—Accountable Care Organization

AHA—American Hospital Association

AHRQ—Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality

AMA—American Medical Association

ARRA—American Recovery and Reinvestment Act

CDC—Centers for Disease Control & Prevention

CMS—Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services

DoD—Department of Defense

DOE—Department of Energy

EHR—Electronic Health Record

EIA—Energy Information Administration

FDA—Food and Drug Administration

GAO—Government Accountability Office

HIE—Health Information Exchange

HITECH—Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act

HHS—U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

HRSA—Health Resources and Services Administration
JASON—An independent scientific advisory group that provides consulting services to the U.S. government on matters of defense science and technology. It was established in 1960. The name of the group is not an acronym.

MEP—Hollings Manufacturing Extension Partnership

NIH—National Institutes of Health

NIST—National Institute of Standards and Technology

NSF—National Science Foundation

ONC—Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology

PCORI—Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute

PCMH—Patient Centered Medical Home

PHAB—Public Health Accreditation Board

QIO—Quality Improvement Organization

REC—Regional Extension Center

TQM—Total Quality Management

VHA—Veterans Health Administration
Appendix E: 2010 PCAST Report on Health Information Technology

This report describes several recommendations to support an operational national health IT infrastructure. Those recommendations for Federal agencies are listed below.65

The Chief Technology Officer of the United States should:

- In coordination with the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and the Secretary of HHS, and using technical expertise within ONC, develop within 12 months a set of metrics that measure progress toward an operational, universal, national health IT infrastructure. Research, prototype, and pilot efforts should not be included in this metric of operational progress.

- Annually, assess the Nation’s progress in health IT by the metrics developed, and make recommendations to OMB and the Secretary of HHS on how to make more rapid progress.

The Office of the National Coordinator should:

- Move more boldly to ensure that the Nation has electronic health systems that are able to exchange health data in a universal manner based on metadata-tagged data elements. In particular, ONC should signal now that systems will need to have this capability by 2013 in order to be deemed as making “meaningful use” of electronic health information under the HITECH Act.

- Act to establish initial minimal standards for the metadata associated with tagged data elements, and develop a roadmap for more complete standards over time.

- Facilitate the rapid mapping of existing semantic taxonomies into tagged data elements, while continuing to encourage the longer-term harmonization of these taxonomies by vendors and other stakeholders.

- Support the development of reference implementations for the use of tagged data elements in products. Certification of individual products should focus on interoperability with the reference implementations.

- Set standards for the necessary data element access services (specifically, indexing and access control) and formulate a strategic plan for bringing such services into operation in an interoperable and intercommunicating manner. Immediate priority should be given to those services needed to locate data relating to an individual patient.

- Facilitate, with the Small Business Administration, the emergence of competitive companies that
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65President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology. Report to the President- Realizing the Full Potential of Health Information Technology to Improve Healthcare for Americans: The Path Forward. The White House, December 2010. <http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/pcast-health-it-report.pdf>
would provide small or under-resourced physician practices, community-based long-term care facilities, and hospitals with a range of cloud-based services.

- Ensure that research funded through the SHARP (Strategic Health IT Advanced Research Projects) program on data security include the use of metadata to enable data security.

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services should:

- Redirect the focus of meaningful use measures as rapidly as possible from data collection of specified lists of health measures to higher levels of data exchange and the increased use of clinical decision supports.

- Direct its efforts under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act toward the ability to receive and use data from multiple sources and formats.

- In parallel with (i.e., without waiting for) the NRC study on IT modernization, begin to develop options for the modernization and full integration of its information systems platforms using modern technologies, and with the necessary transparency to build confidence with Congress and other stakeholders.

- When informed by the preliminary and final NRC study reports, move rapidly to implement one or more of the options already formulated, or formulate new options as appropriate, with the goal of making substantial progress by 2013 and completing implementation by 2014. CMS must transition into a modern information technology organization, allowing integration of multiple components and consistent use of standards and processes across all the provider sectors and programs it manages.

- Exercise its influence as the Nation’s largest healthcare payer to accelerate the implementation of health information exchange using tagged data elements. By 2013, meaningful use criteria should include data submitted through reference implementation processes, either directly to CMS or (if CMS modernization is not sufficiently advanced) through private entities authorized to serve this purpose.

- By 2013, provide incentives for hospitals and eligible professionals to submit meaningful use clinical measures that are calculated from computable data. By 2015, encourage or require that quality measures under all of its reporting programs (the Physician Quality Reporting Initiative, hospitals, Medicare Advantage plans, nursing homes, etc.) be able to be collected in a tagged data element model.

The Department of Health and Human Services should:

- Develop a strategic plan for rapid action that integrates and aligns information systems through the government’s public health agencies (including FDA, CDC, NIH, and AHRQ) and benefits payment systems (CMS and VA).

- Convene a high-level task force to align data standards, and population research data, between private and public sector payers.

- Convene a high-level task force to develop specific recommendations on national standards that enable patient access, data exchange, and de-identified data aggregation for research purposes, in a model based on tagged data elements that embed privacy rules, policies and applicable patient
preferences in the metadata traveling with each data element.

- As the necessary counterpart to technical security measures, propose an appropriate structure of administrative, civil, and criminal penalties for the misuse of a national health IT infrastructure and individual patient records, wherever such data may reside.

- Appoint a working group of diverse expert stakeholders to develop policies and standards for the appropriate secondary uses of healthcare data. This could be tasked to the Interagency Coordinating Council for Comparative Effectiveness Research.

- With FDA, bring about the creation of a trusted third-party notification service that would identify and implement methods for re-identification of individuals when data analysis produces important new findings.

Other or multiple agencies:

- AHRQ should be funded to develop a test network for comparative effectiveness research. The FDA, and also other HHS public health agencies, should enable medical researchers to gain access to de-identified, aggregated, near-real-time medical data by using data element access services.

- HHS should coordinate ONC activities with CDC, FDA, and any other entities developing adverse event and syndromic surveillance networks.

- The Department of Defense and the Department of Veteran Affairs should engage with ONC and help to drive the development of standards for universal data exchange of which they can become early adopters.
Appendix F: 2014 JASON Report on Health Data Infrastructure

This report discusses benefits of and challenges to enhancing health-data infrastructure. Findings and recommendations are presented below.66

Findings

1. The current lack of interoperability among data resources for EHRs is a major impediment to the unencumbered exchange of health information and the development of a robust health data infrastructure. Interoperability issues can be resolved only by establishing a comprehensive, transparent, and overarching software architecture for health information.

2. The twin goals of improved health care and lowered health care costs will be realized only if health-related data can be explored and exploited in the public interest, for both clinical practice and biomedical research. That will require implementing technical solutions that both protect patient privacy and enable data integration across patients.

3. The criteria for Stage 1 and Stage 2 Meaningful Use, while surpassing the 2013 goals set forth by HHS for EHR adoption, fall short of achieving meaningful use in any practical sense. At present, large-scale interoperability amounts to little more than replacing fax machines with the electronic delivery of page-formatted medical records. Most patients still cannot gain electronic access to their health information. Rational access to EHRs for clinical care and biomedical research does not exist outside the boundaries of individual organizations.

4. Although current efforts to define standards for EHRs and to certify HIT systems are useful, they lack a unifying software architecture to support broad interoperability. Interoperability is best achieved through the development of a comprehensive, open architecture.

5. Current approaches for structuring EHRs and achieving interoperability have largely failed to open up new opportunities for entrepreneurship and innovation that can lead to products and services that enhance health care provider workflow and strengthen the connection between the patient and the health care system, thus impeding progress toward improved health outcomes.

6. HHS has the opportunity to drive adoption and interoperability of electronic health records by defining successive stages of Meaningful Use criteria that move progressively from the current closed box systems to an open software architecture.

7. The biomedical research community will be a major consumer of data from an interoperable health data infrastructure. At present, access to health data is mostly limited to proprietary datasets of selected

patients. Broad access to health data for research purposes is essential to realizing the long-term benefits of a robust health data infrastructure.

8. The data contained in EHRs will increase tremendously, both in volume and in the diversity of input sources. It will include genomic and other “omic” data, self-reported data from embedded and wireless sensors, and data gleaned from open sources. Some types of personal health data, especially when combined, will make it possible to decipher the identity of the individual, even when the data are stripped of explicit identifying information, thus raising challenges for maintaining patient privacy.

9. The US population is highly diverse, reflecting much of the diversity of the global population. Therefore, important research findings applicable to Americans are likely to come from shared access to international health data. Currently there is no coherent mechanism for accessing such data for research.

10. Electronic access to health data will make it easier to identify fraudulent activity, but at present there is little effort to do so using EHRs.

Recommendations

1. CMS should embrace Stage 3 Meaningful Use as an opportunity to break free from the status quo and embark upon the creation of a truly interoperable health data infrastructure.

2. An immediate goal, to be sought within 12 months (including time for consultation with stakeholders), should be for ONC to define an overarching software architecture for the health data infrastructure.
   2.1. The architecture should provide a logical organization of functions that allow interoperability, protect patient privacy, and facilitate access for clinical care and biomedical research. JASON has provided an example of what such an architecture might look like.
   2.2. The architecture should identify the small set of necessary interfaces between functions, recognizing that the purpose of a software architecture is to provide structure, while avoiding having “everything talking to everything.”
   2.3. The architecture should be defined, but not necessarily implemented, within the 12 month period. During that time, ONC should create (or redirect) appropriate committees to carry out, continuing beyond the 12 month horizon, the detailed development of requirements for the functions and interfaces that comprise the architecture.

3. To achieve the goal of improving health outcomes, Stage 3 Meaningful Use requirements should be defined such that they enable the creation of an entrepreneurial space across the entire health data enterprise.
   3.1. EHR software vendors should be required to develop and publish APIs for medical records data, search and indexing, semantic harmonization and vocabulary translation, and user interface applications. In addition, they should be required to demonstrate that data from their EHRs can be exchanged through the use of these APIs and used in a meaningful way by third-party software developers.
   3.2. The APIs should be certified through vetting by multiple third-party developers in regularly scheduled “code-a-thons.”
   3.3. Commercial system acquisition by the VA and DOD should adhere to the requirements for creating public APIs, publishing and vetting them, and demonstrating meaningful data exchange by third-party software developers.
4. The ONC should solicit input from the biomedical research community to ensure that the health data infrastructure meets the needs of researchers. This would be best accomplished by convening a meeting of representative researchers within the immediate (12 month) time frame for architecture definition.

5. The adopted software architecture must have the flexibility to accommodate new data types that will be generated by emerging technologies, the capacity to expand greatly in size, and the ability to balance the privacy implications of new data types with the societal benefits of biomedical research.

6. The ONC should exert leadership in facilitating international interoperability for health data sharing for research purposes. The genomics community is already engaged in such efforts for the sharing of sequence data, and the ONC should consider adopting a similar process.

7. Large-scale data mining techniques and predictive analytics should be employed to uncover signatures of fraud. A data enclave should be established to support the ongoing development and validation of fraud detection tools to maintain their effectiveness as fraud strategies evolve.
Appendix G: Illustrative Examples on Ways to Build HHS Data Leadership

Infrastructure and Governance

- Appoint chief data officers for key agencies, reporting to agency executive.
- Treat data on health system performance as a core national business asset including better data governance and strategic investments in data analysis, methods, tools, partnerships and staff.
- Have direct hiring authority to bring on key staff (data science, technology).

Data Innovation and Engagement

- Continue and accelerate HHS open data activities (dissemination, engagement with private sector, user-friendly tools).
- Develop user-friendly data products and tools targeted to groups driving health system improvement (providers, consumer groups, employers, state leaders, health plans, companies)
- Accelerate release of data on health system performance (quality, safety, cost) at the provider, regional and state level, including appropriate benchmarks.
- Expand access to Medicare claims and other high-value data sets beyond currently defined research and quality-reporting purposes and at an affordable cost.
- Invest in data methods, tools and standards that permit linking and analysis of identifiable data sets without exposing personal health information (PHI).
- Hire data scientists and engineers to create internal HHS resources and infrastructure.
- Demonstrate how HHS data are fueling new innovations, entrepreneurship and low-cost technologies to improve HHS’ efficiency, effectiveness and performance.
- Invite data insights and discovery from across HHS and public (challenges, crowd-sourcing discovery).
- Develop data partnerships to support developing and sharing data sets with linked government and private sector data.

Data-Driven Performance

- Increase investments in analysis, management and dissemination of data relative to data collection in support of systems engineering.
- Link and compile data from across HHS and from outside sources to better track health care delivery system performance.
- Develop business intelligence tools which mine existing data to provide real-time tracking of health care delivery system performance, identify areas of improvement that should be tapped to figure out and disseminate what’s working and pinpoint areas of lagging performance that need to be explored and addressed. These data should drive HHS business decisions, budgets and dissemination activities.
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